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1 Abstract 

In the HERA electron storage ring and its injection channels, 
currently approaching completion, a total of 454 dipoles, 716 

quadrupoles and 420 sextupoles is needed for beam transport. 
Thih contribution focusses on both the hardware and software 
used for determining the field parameters of the 400 ~na.h bend- 
ing magnets. The results of the measurements and their statis- 
tical evaluation as well as the sorting strategy used to minimize 
the perturbation of the /?-function are presented. 

2 Fundamentals 

Inside the air gap of a common beam transport magnet with 
constant t-r05 iccti(jn the field shows no dc~pendrnce on the z 
crwrdinat? ( i.e. along the beam ) and the current density is 
wro. Thr magnetic field may therefore be described by a two- 
dimensional scalar potential r.(r. 0) ’ that obeys the Laplace 
cqnation 

The potential V can be expanded in a Four7rr srries 

1. ~ lb t ‘&‘+~,,sm(np) + b,,cos(nq)] 
n=O 

and the components of thp field are given bz 

B, = p”;;.; = 5 li r”-‘[a,,cos(71p) - b,sin(r1y;)] 

r, 1 
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2 n r” -‘[a,,sin(np) t b,cos(np)] 
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Bwausr the wavelength of the betatron oscillations (X 2 140777) 
excwds the lengrh of the magnets by far and because the field 
error: are small, only the integral of the field 

J(T,~) = J= ~(7 .r’)dz : (n(T>p))IF< (5) -r* 
is rrlcl-ant to the beam optics. For thr rest of this article we 
will without the risk of confusion simply wfer to n( r, p) 
rathrr than the mean ralll? (B(r, p): 

3 Technique of Measurements 

The relative strength and homogeneity of the magnetic field 
nrr measured thing a rotating and a linearly moving coil rc- 
spertivrly. Provid<,d that the lengtll of the coil exceeds the 
comhiued 1wgth.c of thus i7on yokr> a77d the fringe fields, this 
Iuetllod yield\ intr~rateti valucsi of tli<a dipole and higher order 
colll~“‘““llt~ of lli? ficsltl. 

’ rt11. 
.qr.y 2) 

ik acllia~l~ thy Z-C~V~IJXI~IYI~ of ttrc. g1~711~4l \rrtor potential 

3.1 Dipole Component 

Thr priucipal layout of tllc. system llsrd to measure thr dipole 
component of the field is shown in Fig.1 The general idea is to 
complement the serial magnet to be tested by a reference mag- 
net of the same type and to excite both magnets in series by the 

same current. The measuring coils are rotated synchronously 
and are connected so as to form a bucking circuit. In this wal 
we measure directly the deviations of the serial magnet from 
the reference magnet and avoid problems with possible current 
fluctuations and drifting instrumentation amplifiers. The ro- 
tating coils ( lOmx25mm8x5 turns ) inside the air gaps are 
driven at both ends by stepping motors. Precision gears reduce 
the speed of rotation by a factor of 10 to 0.75 cps and provide 
a resolution of 4000 steps per revolution. An angle encoder 
att,ached to thr coil inside the reference magnet triggers 8192 
successive analog to digital conversions ( 12 bit resolution ) per 
revolution. The relative deviation d of the series magrwt from 
the reference magnet is readily shown to be 

d = 0 jr-OS(~) -t cl/:! .d(q)] (6) 

with o : L’/C, and C,y -: amplitude and phase of the differ- 
ential voltage, I!, -= amplitude of the reference coil voltage. 

All values are extracted by means of discrete Fourier anal?- 
sis from the raw data. The determination of p and U, requires 
an extra measurement concerning the reference magnet alone. 
The ovrrall relative accuracy proved to be i 1.5 10e4 and was 
rrgularlp checked by remeasuring the same magnet. 
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Fig. 1 General layout of the J Bdl measuring equipment 

3.2 Multipole Components 

The multipole distribution of the field is measured with R coil 
moving in the planr of symlnc,try of the magnc‘t. A rotating 

coil is not suitable for this task, Iwcauw 
(a) in tliii case il is essential for the coil to follow the particle 
orbit. arid 
(II) the region of intexst spans ~4thnm 111 the horizontal direc- 
tion. whereas the gap height of 51.5nnn limits the diameter of 
the rotating coil to the aforrnientioned value of 35mm. 
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compensated by the quadrupolc- and sextupole lenses, that are 
part of the HERA optical cell. Fig.311 gives an impression of 

the field after such correction II is flat to : 1 IO-’ iii a region 
of 740??1771. 

Fig.2 displays the layout of th e measuring niachine. The curved 

coil ( 10111 h 1011m~~ 250 turns. R 010.411~ ) is actuated by a 

st~ppilip lllotor collliected to a 1O:l worni-gear and a subsr- 
quent eccentric drive with a stroke of * 45111111. III this way the 
driving force bero111es sine-like and the excitation of natural 
vibrations in the rig is reduced to a minimum. The data acqui- 

sition parallels that used for the rot,ating coils. In the present 
case the field is analyzed just in the plane of symmetry, and 
hence the Fourier expansions (3).(4) reduce to a polynomial 
B,(z) : STto B,,(s) : xz.-, a,, r” The normalized voltage 
induced in the coil is given by 

V,“d/(L A- v(r)) 7 2 u, 2-n = B(s) -- B(x + ch) (7) 
“=a 

with L, dr, B and P(Z) = length. width. number of turns and 
local speed of the coil. 

k\ Serial I;,;;: \;- 

Fig. :! General layout of the multipole measuring equipment 

.4 polyn<>mial fit of the data yields the voltage coeflicients 
u, and after evaluation of a set of recursive linrar equations 
the field coefficients a,,. From (6) it can he seen. that the 

coil does not respond to the dipole corrlyo~~crlt of the field. 
Thus the system gain can be high and the sensitivity for higher 
order components improved. Fig.Sa shows a typical field cross 
section of a regular HERA e-dipole. run at a current of tY’i’i8.4 

corresponding to E, = 30GtlW. It is reasonable t,o disregard 

the I1=2.3-components of the firld error. lwcausr the,- will he 

xlmml 

4 Resdt.3 andStatistical Evaluat_i, 

The online software used for- prcbce&ng <if the data ernrrging 
from the nwasurcnwnts is written in FORTRAN 77 a11d ~01~1. 

prises full screen as well as graphical routines for displays on 
a separate high definition video terminal. The raw data are 
kept for safety reasons and the characteristics of the individual 
magnets are appended to a statistics file. Regular inspection of 
this statistics file was essential for keeping track of the quality 
of the ilirolliilig magnets. 

Fig. 4 show-s the distribution of the dipole strength at arl 

exciting current of 67i’8A ( E, = 30Ge1~’ ). The comparatively 
high rms-width of c z 1.2 1O-.3 reflects two problems encoun- 
tered during the series pioduction of the magnets: 
(a) As with most of the HERA magnets, the regular dipole’s 
are stacked of laminations of 51rm1 thickness, stamped using 
fine blanking techniques. The stamping process turned out to 
be sensitive to structure changes in the cutting zone ( cold de- 
format,ion ). As a result the ~~ominal gap height of 51.5rnrn 
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Fig. 4 Dipole strength distribution 

varied by ,iO.OGmm c<nresponding to AB,,‘B, ~ -i 1.2 10 ‘. 
(b) Fluctuations of the relative magnetic permeabilitg I’~ of the 
soft iron sheets led to an estimate of 0.6 10-s ; A.B,!BI < 
3 10 ‘. The fact that the value based on the measurements 
a111ou11ts only to 1.3 10 ‘% might originate from a ccnrelation 
between mechanical iilld magnetic properties of the irort. 

In addition. both (a) and (1)) give rise to varying field gra- 
dients BP , hecause (a) rhangrs the slant of the pole faces and 

(1)) modulates the influence of different path lengths of the field 
lines inside the iron yoke. As can rasilv be sec11, t)oth effect 5 
act in the same direction. Fig.5 rxhihits the strong correlation 
lxtwveen increasing field strength Bl and decreasing quadrtipule 
roxnponrnt B2. 

Table 1 summarizes the result 5 oft Ire I~~~~IIIVII~W~X carried 
nut 0x1 tlic whole h&es uf 405 apecimciii. 

Frg. 3 Field profile, complete (a) and wit.liout mean 

ii~?.3-coinl~onents ih) 
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Fig. 5 Correlation of the dipole and quadrupole components 

----- 
EC I i J = JBdl o(J/Jrer) P2/B11 ~ iBx/Bl 
14 3156 0.7038 0.83 2.22 0.27 

c 30 6i78 1.503 1.19 2.22 ~ 0.21 

50 11551 2.480 1.71 2.29 0.19 1 
L 

[GeVjI [A j [T,m] [10-3]- [10-j] [lo-a] ’ 
, 
I 840mm @/lOInIn 

Table 1 Characteristics of the HERA e-ring dipoles 

5 Sorting Scheme 

Thr anticipated quality parameters of the machine impose cer- 
tain limits to the acceptable variance of the magnetic data of 
the beam transport clement s. One important task is to run 

with a low ( half-integer ) stopband width. The stopband width 
A,,,;, ( ~1, 7~. A:<:d ) [I! is given by 

A 
\,l- 

l,TlS = ~. (81 
7r _^^ 

I 0 
*); g 2 

\ 2 Ii- rml 
+ (dkl)* ‘3. (:“jyms + (gm8bf 

with 

N = 
/j = 

j = 

q = 
k = 

i _ 

a : 
To = 

A&/i, z 

A$/,& z 

b, = 

number of dipoles 

/3 in focussing quadrupoles 
13 in defocussing quadrupoles 

4 in the centre of the dipoles 

-A = quadrupole strength 

i = quadrupole length 
deflection angle 
reference radius 

variance of for. quad. strength 

variance of def. quad. strength 
variance of the dipole gradient 

400 

40m 
14m 
2471, 

o.lz?nf- * 

0.76~1 

0.015rad 
40mm 

1.2. 1o-3 

1.2.10-3 
2 10-4 

The resulting value of A,,, 2 0.03 exceeds the specified max- 

imum value by a fact,or of 2. This situation was greatly im- 
proved by splitting the distribution of the magnetic lengths of 
the quadrupole lenses ( (r 2 0.8. 10m3 ) and by installing th? 

dipoles ill an ordered sequence arrording to their individual 

quadrupolc component. The actual stopband width could br 

reduced to AT,,,, = 0.013. 

The second advantage to be gained by sorting the magnets 
is that one can cancel the individual deviations of the dipole 
strengths in order to minimize the orbit errors. This helps to 
keep the excitation of the rorrprtion dipoles moderate at the 
injection energy and eases the commissioning of the machine. 

The orbit. error is found in a way similar to the’one above to be 

rmd .~ To ~ 2sP:I;:l;)~?f5(~):+o.507~~~2 (9) 

with 0 1 Q 5 1 ( tune ) 

The first term under the root sign is contributed by the dipole 
error bo = A JBdl/ JBd[ The second term is due to the 
expected alignment errors of the quadrupole lenses: AT 2 
O.lmn. The somewhat high value of b, = 0.83. low3 at E, = 
14GeV ( see Table 1 ) causes the first term to dominate, but 
this situation can also be improved by sorting. 

Fig. 6 shows the evolution of the stopband width (a) and the 
orbit amplitude (b) due to the sorting process in one quadrant. 
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Evolution of the stopband width (a) and orbit ampii- 

tude (b) in the SW-quadrant of the HERA e-ring. 
Without sorting: A,,, = 17. 10m3, zLm’ = 1Omm. SS 
denotes a straight section. Errors and misalignments 
of the quadrupoles disregarded. 

6 Summary 

The measurement of t,he 405 HERA e-ring dipoles provided the 
informations for monitoring the mass poduction of the mag- 
nets and helped to keep the variance of the integrated dipole 
strength at 1.2 10d3 at E, = 30GeV. A sorting strategy for 
the dipoles improved the P-beat and thus the stopband width 
of the machine by one order of magnit,ude. 
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